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THE CEO:
REPORT FROM

We are Carizon. Many ask: what’s a “Carizon”? In fact, it’s an

VISION

invented word that unites two words – “Care” (what we do) and
“Horizon” (our vision of wellbeing). As we’ve journeyed through a

Hope, Wellness, Community

strategic planning process this past year, I’ve come to recognize
that the most important word that represents who we are and
what we do is not “Carizon.” It’s actually a word within our formal

MISSION

corporate name. The word is “family.”

We help families thrive by strengthening their mental
health and wellbeing.

We are Family. For several months our Carizon team and senior
thought leaders from the community shared their insights on
our mission, our vision, our values, where we are going and
how we are going to get there. What continued to bubble to the

PILLARS

top was our focus on the “family.” We know that by focusing on

Counselling
Children's Mental Health
Community Services

the whole family, we can shift the circumstances for an entire
family leading to better outcomes for each of its members. This
past year, Carizon has been at the forefront of a provincial trend
moving away from residential care for young children to a more

and support. We are grateful to all the donors

ﬂexible and responsive system that enables us to respond to more

and funders who have enriched our capacity

children and support families in their homes and communities.

to strengthen families. We acknowledge the

We are Family. We also know that we need to engage families in

commitment of our Board members who gave

every step of their journey with us and gain and learn from their

even more of themselves this year while we

perspective in how we do business. We have been fortunate to

invested in our strategic planning process.

work with the Ontario Centre of Excellence for Child and Youth

Their foundational work will ensure that Carizon

Mental Health and Parents for Children’s Mental Health in several

responds in a deeply meaningful way to support

capacities, including undergoing family engagement training. And

the thousands of families we will work alongside

we have come to understand through this journey that family is

in the coming years. As always, our people who

deﬁned uniquely by each of us; family is not necessarily inherited,

work at Carizon, our students and our volunteers

but instead includes all those in our lives who provide us with a

give so much of themselves each and every

circle of care and support.

day; they are the wind beneath our wings! And

We are Family. Inspired by our new direction, our Board approved
a new mission that arose from our strategic planning process:
“We help families thrive by strengthening their mental health and
wellbeing.” We look forward to sharing our mission and deepening

ﬁnally, we salute the families we support who
have trusted in us and exhibited such courage
during challenging times. You are all part of our
amazing Carizon family.

our commitment to family and all that this new direction means in

So yes, Sister Sledge, we listened. And, while

how we deliver our services and programs.

we are proud to be Carizon, at the very core of

We are Family. When I reﬂect on those words, I feel an

who we are, “We are family.”

overwhelming sense of gratitude for the many friends, partners,

Tracy

organizations and funders who have been Carizon’s circle of care

Tracy Elop, CEO

OUR BOARD
Holly Harkins-Manning
President
Amy Butler
John Collins
D'Arcy Delamere
Susan Dusick
Lisa Lishman
Craig McNiven
Barney Strassburger Jr.
Derek Vollebregt

OUR PROGRAMS:
Individual, Couple & Family Encompass Recreation
Counselling
Polaris Program
Walk-in Counselling
The Fort
Group Programs
Temenos
Credit Counselling
Community Resource
Trauma Treatment
Program
Services
Pathways to Education
Workplace Programs
Steps to Re-engagement
Refugees & Newcomers
Front Door
Groups and Counselling
Zero2Six & Partners
Abuse, Assault & Domestic
Program
Violence Programs
Mobile Crisis Response
Encompass Learning
Program

Intensive Support &
Resource Coordination
Children & Parents
Connecting (CAPC)
Growing Healthy TwoGether
Community Development
Program
Promise of Partnership
Families & School Together
Connectivity KW4
Emotional Freedom
Technique
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makes A
12,679 Individuals
Served Directly

COUNSELLING

... but our impact is even
greater when we factor in the
families & communities of the
individuals supported.

70+

All of us face diﬃcult personal

CHILDREN’S MENTAL
HEALTH
COMMUNITY SERVICES

Locations throughout the
Region of Waterloo where
Carizon delivers services.

95%

of clients expressed
satisfaction with the
services they received
at Carizon.

88%

of clients identiﬁed they are
moving in a direction that
improves their circumstances
after receiving services at
Carizon.

Carizon reaches out to the
community to bring speciﬁc
services to groups of people
who need them the most,
in locations where support
is essential to family wellbeing.

2,641

Individuals
Served
Directly

Carizon helps children and
youth struggling with social,
emotional or behavioural
concerns through family
centred intensive treatment,
trauma treatment services
and early intervention and
prevention programs.

3,722

Individuals
Served
Directly

struggles at some point in our
lives. Most often we can cope
with these issues ourselves,
but occasionally problems can
be solved better and more
quickly with professional help.

6,316

Individuals
Served
Directly
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2017/2018
Counselling
GroupTopics:
 Managing Stress
 Mindfulness
 Healthy Relationships
 Empowering Seniors
 Sexual Abuse
 Emotional and Physical
Assault
 Anger Management
 Depression
 Children & Anxiety
 Dynamic Girls

COUNSELLING
SERVICES

Free Workshops:
Walk-in Counselling
Highlights

Through a single counselling
session, Carizon’s experienced
counsellors help identify issues and
equip individuals with tools and
strategies to address their concerns.

COUNSELLING
Carizon’s trained professionals provide a variety of
counselling services for children and adults.

# of Counselling
Cases

Hours of group
counselling

# of
Counselling
clients

New
intakes

6

4,124
4,450

6,316
2,750

The response
we are hearing
from clients about
walk-in counselling
is truly validating and
we’ve been excited by

713

6-75

1,066

Credit Counselling Highlights

Single
sessions
delivered.
Age range of
people served at
Carizon's Walk-in
Counselling

Hours of Walk-in
Counselling

what clients have to

 Managing Stress
 Relationship Changes
 Setting Goals
 Financial Management
 Work/Life Balance
 Living with Chronic Pain
 Engaging with Diﬃcult
People
 Aging Actively

# of Brief Credit
Counselling
Sessions

# of Intake
Clients

# of Bankruptcy
clients

# of people
at 14 groups

brought needed
hope and light to
my situation…never
expected so much out of

100%

a lot of suggestions

CREDIT
C
REDIT
“Very beneﬁcial
session, by the end
I felt much better and
saw things through a
diﬀerent lens.”

38

Average Age Range of
Walk-in Clients

right tools and services

outcomes.

Shannon Nicholson,
Director of Counselling

288

9%

of clients at service
conclusion
rated stress level
as severe and 0%
rated stress level as
overwhelming

very helpful. I have

a single session…’ tell us

to achieve positive

304

44%

of clients at service
onset rated stress
levels as severe or
overwhelming

“I found this

that we are delivering the
Of Walk-in clients said
their session went very
well or somewhat well.

217

100%

of clients
surveyed said
most or all
needs met

WHAT CLIENTS HAD TO SAY:

tell us. Comments like,
‘Excellent service…

1,323

Budget counselling, money
management education, selfdirected creditor repayment,
intervention & mediation, debt
repayment plan resolution.

“Amazing, insightful
and grateful for my
counsellor's kindness,
wisdom and knowledge.”

and strategies to try."

“I got a lot out of my session.
My counsellor was amazing,
kind and warm, but full of
insight from the information I
provided about my issue.”

“I was in a state, but
Carizon treated me with
care and respect. ...I walked
out of Carizon...a changed
person. Relief from anxiety
was hugely measurable. In
two hours, I lost 50 lbs of
worry and heartache.”

"Wow - now I can
appreciate and enjoy
happy thoughts
instead of sadness.”
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MENTAL
H E A LT H

Our Front Door single session counselling consultation program,
delivered in partnership with Lutherwood, provides families with
a ﬁrst access point to child and youth mental health services. In
January 2017, we extended our reach beyond the urban centres
of Kitchener and Cambridge and began oﬀering scheduled
Front Door appointments in the four rural townships at Interfaith
Community Counselling Centre (New Hamburg), Woolwich

Elmira
55

Wellesley
38

Counselling Centre (Elimira), North Dumfries Community Health
Centre - Langs (Ayr) and Wellesley Township Community Health

New Hamburg
36

Kitchener
870

Centre (Wellesley). Both families and community partners in the

Cambridge
438

rural communities report that Front Door services are now much
more accessible to them. Strong relationships have formed
between rural community service partners, including primary care
providers, allowing for increased support and seamless service

Ayr
32

delivery to families.
Despite a history
of traumatic
life events and
suicidal thoughts,
Brandon's family
never accessed
mental health
supports until
Front Door arrived
in their rural

Day Treatment program
Brandon's family came
to Front Door where

(Brandon is unable to attend school
because of his mental health challenges.)

Introducing the
Polaris Program

they met with Victoria
who helped them begin
the process of healing and

For many decades, Carizon's residential program served countless children, ages

connected them to

6 - 12, helping them to manage signiﬁcant mental health challenges. Armed with the

life-changing
treatment
programs.

community.

Trauma
Counselling

Community
Mental
Health
Support

Brandon would not have successfully accessed these supports if Front Door had not physically been in his community.

Our First Temenos Graduate! (The Fort and Temenos are Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder classes for students 8 to 18)
When I started here at TEMENOS I was scared because I have been bullied and picked on since grade 1. Teachers
refused to help me and with the bullying. I almost gave up on school. That is until I got to TEMENOS. I still was
scared and refused to talk to anyone even the workers. I got picked on by a student and that reminded me of my
older schools and I didn’t want to come back. The staﬀ changed that though by actually helping with the problem. Funny
enough me and that student are now friends. Slowly but surely I started opening up after realizing that the staﬀ and students
were not as bad as the other people that I had to put up with. Everytime I asked them for help they actually helped me. I
became friends with just about everyone in the class. I worked super hard and with the real help from the staﬀ I’m now the
ﬁrst graduate from TEMENOS. I can’t lie about my experience in school. It was horrible but ever since I joined TEMENOS
my anxiety got better, I’m more open to talk to new people, I learned new ways to deal with bad things and I learned that not
everyone is bad. So to sum up my experience here at TEMENOS. It was the greatest time of my life and it helped
me learn how to deal with problems in a better way than just ‘shutting down’.

knowledge that we could achieve even better outcomes for both children and their
families, in June 2017 we closed the residential program and launched Polaris - an in-home and community-based intensive
treatment program tailored to the needs of families receiving service. Polaris has allowed our youngest children to receive the help
they need while remaining in the care of their parents or caregivers. It also helps families make the changes needed to eﬀectively
support and parent their child in their own home and community.
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Families served in the Polaris Program in
the ﬁrst 9 months.
Children and families in the Polaris
Program have often experienced
signﬁcant trauma and have multiple layers
of complex challenges and mental health
diagnosis. By focusing on the whole
family, we are better able to address
circumstances for the entire family and
break the cycle of intergenerational
trauma.

2 Years
Funding, thanks to an Innovation Initiatives
Grant through the Centre of Excellence for
Child and Youth Mental Health, to conduct an
in-depth evaluation to measure and evolve
the program to best meet the needs of the
children and families in our community who are
struggling the most.

COMMUNITY
SERVICES

A privately
sponsored refugee
from war-torn Syria,
Mrs. S. was dealing with

PROMISE OF PARTNERSHIP

# of Newcomers
attending mental
health groups
# newcomers
attending drop-in/
outreach
# community
service
providers
attending POP
education &
capacity building
sessions

265
127

126

Provides mental health supports to
government assisted and privately
sponsored refugees.
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3
6

mental health &
wellbeing groups
delivered
wellbeing summer
camps for youth
and families
community fairs and
events showcasing
POP

trauma and anxiety and,
while wanting to participate
in a POP program, was
afraid to walk the few
blocks from her home to get
there. The group facilitator
arranged for a sponsor to
pick her up and drop her
home each night of group.
In the group they talked
about strategies to manage
anxiety and other mental
health issues. On the last
day of group, when the

Check out Promise of Partnership's Know Your
Neighbours Video: https://vimeo.com/281631215

facilitator asked about her
ride home, with a big smile,

Erb West

64

Kids attending
Kids Club

she said: "I go
home by myself."

CAPC - Children and
Parents Connecting
162 Families
196 Adults
220 Children

Parent support &
school readiness
in isolated &
newcomer
communities

Youth attending
Youth Club
Home
Visiting

Family Fun

Busy
Babies

Connectivity

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Community
Engagement
Activities

Youth
Engagement
Activities

35
25
19

Fostering skills, knowledge and
talents in the Erb West and
Paulander neighbourhoods.
Paulander

8
40

238
460

Avg # of girls
attending
Girls Group
over 40 wks

Avg # families
per week
accessing food
distribution
Participants in
monthly community
potlucks

People access the
community centre

KW4

Health and social service agencies
collaborate and address situations
of elevated risk to immediately
respond, reducing emergency room
admissions, crimes and victimization.

30
93
66
44

Partner representatives
meet weekly to
collaborate
Situations of Acute Risk
brought to the Table
Additional situations
mitigated through
partnership
Guests visit from
emerging tables to learn
about KW4's success

After moving to Canada with her 3 young children, Elsa was struggling with depression, isolation and
confusion about how to cope in a new country and help her children through a diﬃcult time. Her 2-year
old was up crying every night for his father who remained in their home country, unable to join his family.
Her two older children were upset and missed their home. Even though she knew it was dangerous, Elsa wanted
to return home to her husband. Elsa was referred to the CAPC Home Visiting program. CAPC staﬀ listened and
supported Elsa and her children. They scheduled visits to do activities with the children, helped Elsa register the
children for school and connected her with resources, local programs, ESL classes and childcare. They
also arranged counselling for the family to deal with their trauma. Today Elsa is feeling positive and less
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stressed. Her children are adjusting well at home, school and in their neighbourhood.

59+119

Clients

Students (in five grade
5 classrooms - Pilot EFT
program

20% of children and teens suﬀer from anxiety. Julia,
a grade 5 student, was one of those. She struggled

COMMUNITY RESOURCE PROGRAM
Delivering mental health supports in 29 elementary schools
across Waterloo Region.

Children or families attending
mental health groups, workshops,
social emotional learning sessions

2,139

with sadness and self-conﬁdence and complained

families receiving
mental health
consultation

of headaches and a sick tummy at school several
times a week. Julia began working with LInda using
Emotional Freedom Technique. EFT is a form of

133

emotional acupuncture where children and families
learn to "Tap" to manage anxiety and improve self
esteem. Julia now looks forward to school and her
Child Youth Worker reports Julia's increased ability to

families receiving
mental health resource
coordination

59

cope with challenges.

Pathways to Education

Check out this year's
Pathways Thank-you Video:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Zw0x_hT3vtw

Pathways helps youth in
low-income communities
graduate from high school
Steps to
and successfully transition
Re-engagement
to post-secondary
education, trianing and/or
In partnership with
Families and
meaningful employment.
Waterloo Region District
Schools Together
School Board, our Steps
F&ST is an evidencedto Re-engagement
based program that
Program supports
Participating
strengthens bonds
students who are 18+ and
between families, schools
have disengaged from
Students
and community, and helps
school and are at risk of
families make connections
not graduating.
to strengthen their own
support network.
Graduates

611

124
this
Year

56 Participating
Students

Kitchener Pathways students had the honour of attending Canada 2020's luncheon event featuring
President Barack Obama at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre. The youth had a once in a lifetime
opportunity when, following his talk on global citizenship, President Obama surprised Pathways
students with an appearance and personal address on the important role they play in leading the
conversation in their communities.

3 Elementary

Schools

83 Participants
12
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...share their expertise.

CARIZON EVERYDAY

...support their family members and
important causes, even whey they are
not yet double digits!

HEROES:
Carizon people are amazing. We see it every day at
work. But, we also see their dedication to giving back
to their community! Here's a random sampling of how
great they are!

IT’S WHAT THEY DO...
...motivate and inspire others.

...promote belonging and bring people together.

Emotional Freedom Technique
specialists Rachel Brnjas and
Linda Stearns presented at the
EFT Gathering Canada.

...dig deep when they see a need.

Wisam
Osman,
Community
Development
Coordinator in Paulander shares information on
building strong neighbourhoods at the Kitchener
City Hall.

Counsellor Elysia Tiegs led the charge
in the 2017 Ride for Refuge challenging

9-year-old Jenna, made this cake to
raise money for their family's Ride for
Refuge team to support her Mom's
work at Carizon.

her co-workers and her CEO to raise
the bar; we more than doubled our
fundraising goal.

...support other causes in the community.

...receive acclaim for their contributions to
good causes.

..give their blood, sweat and tears!
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Despite heavy rains and high
winds, Board Member Craig
McNiven, runs the Boston
Marathon raising over $5400 for
Carizon.

Kristy Ball, Jamie Keyzer, Kathy Muratis, Melissa Strachan and
Leanne Brown joined a Mud Girl team, facing mud, foam and 17
crazy obstacles over a 5 km course in support of Breast Cancer.

Kevin, Julio, Raas, Alex and Elizabeth are part of a group
that regularly go as a team to the clinic to give blood!

Director of Counselling, Shannon
Nicholson received a Volunteer Spirit
Award for her dedication to Make-aWish Canada.

..collaborate and always look to improve circumstances
for the people we serve.

...are good sports!

FINANCIAL

REPORT
Who Funds Our
Services?

Partners gather at Carizon to form Connectivity KW4,
supporting community members who are facing acutely
elevated risk.

...advocate for others.
IT Manager Oliver Smith and Director
of Operations Angela McNeill don
"rock star" gear as the Carizon team
celebrates its hard work in leading
our IT transformation.

...educate about services and programs.

Federal, Provincial and
Municipal Government

$5,769,6333

Pathways to Education
Canada

$1,930,647

Grants

$856,914

Fees for Service

$572,606

Annual Donations

$330,775

United Way Waterloo
Region Communities

$308,734

Other

$330,492

Total Revenues 2018

What Services Are Oﬀered and
How We Strengthen Families

Children's Mental Health

Community Services
Counselling

13%

Tracy Elop shares her face and message in local bus
shelters and commercials as part of Immigration
Partnership's #HireImmigrantsWR campaign about
the importance and beneﬁts of having a diverse
workforce.

Jonatan, Kathy, Nathaniel and Melanie
sharing
information
about
Carizon's
Promise of Partnership program at the TriPride Festival in Victoria Park.

$10,099,801

53%

34%
Breakdown
of Community Services:
Pathways to Education
62%
Newcomers
29%
Outreach Services
9%
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HUGS TO OUR DONORS FOR BEING THERE!
Carizon wishes to express a sincere thank-you to all of our donors! Our supporters
are highly valued and deeply appreciated friends whose assistance, goodwill and
encouragement allow us to ensure that individuals and families ﬁnd hope and solutions
during diﬃcult times!
Every dollar makes a diﬀerence. So this year, we'd like to acknowledge our donors in our
Impact Report. If we didn't have express consent from you, we listed you in our anonymous
donations. Please contact us if you would like to be acknowledged and we missed you.
We also wish to thank the hundreds of donors who also donated to us through the Ride for
Refuge, our biggest fundraiser of the year which raised $57,000 for our organization!
$25,000+ SUPERSTAR PATRONS

Ken Flood

St. Agatha CWL

The Harkins-Manning Family

Patrick and Noreen Flynn

Unifor Local 1106

Mary Flatt and Stephen Swatridge

Pauline King

Rick and Trish Vandermey

Louise Leonard

John and Angela Vieth

Lisa Lishman

Elaine Voisin

Jim and Sue Hallman

St. Agatha Church

Vivian Zochowski

Merv Redman

Rebecca Sutherns

14 Anonymous Donors

$10,000+ STAR PATRONS

Betty Townshend
$2,500-5,000 GOLD PATRONS

Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada Inc.

UP TO $150 PATRON MEMBERS

100 Women Who Care Wilmot

Waterloo Lions Club

Felix Ajewole

Corporate Beneﬁt Analysts Inc

6 Anonymous Donors -

Janet Ashton

Dean Howard

Carolyn and Adam Barber

MANY THANKS TO OUR FUNDERS WHO SHARE OUR VISION!
Ministry of Community and Social Services
Ministry of Child and Youth Services
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care
Waterloo Wellington Local Health Integration Network
Kitchener Waterloo Community Foundation
Region of Waterloo
Waterloo Region District School Board
Ontario Centre of Excellence for Child and Youth Mental Health
United Way Waterloo Region Communities
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada

Libro Credit Union
Lyle S. Hallman Foundation
Public Health Agency of Canada
City of Waterloo
City of Kitchener
Pathways Canada
Ontario Trillium Foundation
Waterloo Region Housing
Employment and Social Development Canada

Hoyes Michalos & Associates Inc

$150 – 499 PATRONS

Carol and William Barnes

C. L. Martin & Co. Limited

Aesthetica Face and Body

Dan Barry

Tracy and Kevin Elop

Kristy Anderson

Murray Bauman

Mary Kuntz

Lesley Barraball and David Schmidt

Murray and Jean Berry

Gordon and Shirley Ferguson

John and Donna Kunkel

Victor and Kelly Rocha

Rae & Lipskie Investment Counsel

Dan and Jennifer Berry

Jamie Bester

Shari Foster

John and Janice Kuntz

Krista Schito

Lawrence and Jane Bingeman

Kristy Bobyk-McCarthy

Carolee Fox

James and Joanne Lackenbauer

Jason Shim and Elysia Guzik

$1000 – 2499 SILVER PATRONS

Paul Born

Bruce and Mary Boucher

Margaret Ann Frank

George Lang

Daniel Silye

All Saints' Anglican Church

Paul Bulla

Mark Breathwaite

Angel and Anne Galang

Michael Lanteigne

Glenn Smith

D’Arcy Delamere

Gord and Mary Clark

Leanne Brown

Rose Galang

Jennifer Leputa

Elizabeth Templin

Wayne and Dianne Moser

John Collins

Ruth Brown

David Galloway

Tannis MacDermid

Jacqui Terry-Carroll

Lisa Strayer

Richard and Michele Doktor

Melissa Bui

Susan Gentile

Stewart MacMillan

Elysia Tiegs

The Mark & Jenny Guibert Foundation

Susan Dusick

Murchison and Chloe Callender

Ian and Susan Goulden

Alun Masterton

Paul Van Reede

The Waterloo Potter's Workshop

Reinhart Family, Edgar and Bernice

Ron and Rita Cherkewski

Adam Granville

Anthony and Jean Matlock

Lily Viggiano

Ignite Restarurant Group

Laura Hood and Mark Edwards

Dan Chirilenco

Kevin Gray

Joe-Ann McComb

Karin Voisin

Long & McQuade Musical Instruments

Jocelyne Legault

Carol Class

Arthur and Sandra Groﬀ

Cheryl McCorristan

Derek Vollebregt

Jack and Margaret McNiven

Elfriede Manning

Horace and Rita Coelho

Tim Han

Alexandra McLellan

Bradly Wallis

Mary Ellen Cullen and Stephen Menich

Jacqui McFarlane

Deb Cripps

Ted and Pat Harris

Dean Michael

Barbara Ward

Robert Shenker

Marianne Haﬀner McNiven

Deborah Currie

Andrea Hart

Alice Moore

Waterloo Region Occasional Teachers' Local

Greg and Marie Voisin

Carolyn McNiven

Steve Currie

Paul Hartleib

Kathie Must

Mark Weber

Nutrition for Learning

Ryan Cuscito

Peter Holden

Marilyn Nicholson

Jim Weir

$500 – 999 BRONZE PATRONS

David Paleczny and Mary Reynolds

Merton and Eleanor Davis

Lisa Hopf

Ogilvie Daugherty Financial Services

Gerry and Ila Wentzlaﬀ

John and Joan Alderman

Mike Peasgood

Michael Dean

Ivan Hurlbut

Mary Paleczny

Andrew Wilding

Canadian Critical Incident Inc

Rotary Club of Kitchener Westmount

Ivan Dominika

Dennis and Elizabeth Huss

Edward and Donna Piwowarek

Chris Wiley and Cheryl Kernaghan

Ian and Bettina Cook

Jack and Mary Sehl

Shirley Elliott

Bob Johnson

Bernard Porlier

Craig Wilker

Laura Dick

Selectrics

Sandra Evans

Richard Kennel

Barbara Pryor

Marilyn Wilkinson

Family and Friends of Ryan and Samantha

Sarah Shortreed

Faithlife Financial

Frank Kossuth

Joyce Riem

Julie Wise

South Easthope Mutual Insurance Company

David Feldman

Kelly and Bryce Kraeker

Kalli Ringelberg

143 Anonymous Donors

O'Hearn
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www.carizon.ca
Head Oﬃce
Carizon Family and Community Services
400 Queen Street South, Kitchener, ON
N2G 1W7
519-743-6333
Additional Oﬃces
1855 Notre Dame, St. Agatha, ON N0B 2L0
1770 King Street E., Kitchener, ON N2G 2P1
645 Westmount Rd. E., Kitchener, ON N2E 3W3
Langs, 1145 Concession Rd., Cambridge, ON N3H 4L5

